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After reading these FAQ's, please download the Omniplex manual where you can find
all the directions and take a look to all of our short tutorial videos on you tube:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqTOgF0yO7Jsj-Mm_lJme4g
What is the Omniplex N.1 - Bond maker?
Omniplex bond maker N.1 - BOND MAKER was developed to be mixed with all chemical service, in
particular colour and bleaching without interfere with the chemical service undertaken, no adjustment
to the processing time or application time. Its formula helps build and enforce strong structural
bonds, protects hair from breakage and prevents hair damage caused by chemical treatment.

When can be used Omniplex as a professional intensive strengthening treatment?
This treatment should be done as first step in case of chemically compromised hair. Omniplex used
as strengthening treatment on your client's hair allows you to restore the hair’s natural structure. This
treatment may be done before or after a chemical service and may be applied in the salon once a week.
Omniplex can be used with all hair types from virgin to very treated hair. In case of extremely compromised chemically treated hair, can be used before and after a chemical service.

What is the Omniplex N.3 - Miracle at home? Is it a conditioning treatment?
Miracle at home is the retail product of the Omniplex system. Miracle at home is a inspired by skin
care cream, with a rich and velvety texture, it is easily applied by clients thanks to its new brush applicator that allows to distribute the cream evenly. Miracle at home reactivates the rebuilding molecular
complex of the professional Omniplex treatment (in salon service), in only 5 minutes. This is not a
conditioner. It contains high performing actives and it is recommended to use once a week. It could
be used more than once a week in case of very damaged hair.
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Can be used a mask instead of Omniplex N.2 – Bond reinforcer at the back wash?
Omniplex is a system and all the steps are necessary for the best results. Omniplex N.2 is very important because is used to stabilized the bonds, to nourish deeply the hair, to protect the color and seals
the cuticle. Moreover the chemical/physical characteristics of the active ingredients used, allow the
complex to settle on the hair and not be eliminated with the first shampoo. Omniplex N.2 – Bond reinforce, is available for selling also alone in 500 ml size.

Is Omniplex Paraben free?
Omniplex is free of PARABEN,SULFATE,DEA and MI.

What is Omniplex? Why is it so effective?
Omniplex is a system based on a new technology developed in our laboratories. The core of this innovative technology is a molecule characterized by Amino groups placed at the edges of the Polymer
chain. This peculiarity allows the Polymer chain to assume a “horseshoe” shape and this allows it to
bind tightly to the hair. Omniplex contains 8 different actives that act together to provide protection
and great benefits for SCALP and HAIR.

Does omniplex interfere with chemical treatments standard procedure or processing time?
Farmavita cosmetic research laboratories developed Omniplex formula using only reliable cosmetic
molecules that don’t interfere with the chemical services, that means no adjustment to the processing
time or application time!
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